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Abstract: The fast pressure crash associated with the nonlinear evolution of DTMs is 6 

investigated using a three-dimensional toroidal and nonlinear MHD code CLT. It is 7 

found that dependence of the pressure crash time on the resistivity is much weaker 8 

than that in previous studies, and the pressure crash begins when the explosive mode 9 

growth almost finishes. It is also found that the pressure crash time is nearly 10 

independent of the parallel thermal conductivity. The fast pressure crash is mainly 11 

resulted from generation of the outward radial flow when magnetic field lines in the 12 

core region become stochastic due to magnetic reconnection. The radial flow can 13 

effectively transfer the hot plasma around the magnetic axis into the outer region. 14 

With TFTR parameters, the crash time is about 36 sµ that agrees well with that from 15 

TFTR observations (20~40 sµ ). It is also found that the Tokamak geometry does not 16 

influence the time scale of the pressure crash.   17 
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I. Introduction  30 

In present Tokamaks (such as DIII-D[1], TFTR[2], NSTX[3],ASDEX-U[4], 31 

JET[5],and TPX[6]), it is found that the negative magnetic shear in the core region 32 

can help to suppress the drift instabilities[6], stabilize ballooning mode instabilities[7], 33 

suppress Electron Temperature Gradient Turbulence[3] and then significantly improve 34 

plasma confinement. Due to its advantage in the superior energy confinement, the 35 

reversed magnetic shear configuration has been adopted as one of the advanced 36 

scenarios in future fusion reactors such as ITER[8, 9] and CFETR[10]. However, 37 

there exists a destructive non-ideal instability, i. e. Double Tearing Mode (DTM) in 38 

such configuration.[11-31] In the linear phase, DTM grows much faster than a single 39 

tearing mode because two tearing modes with the same helicity on the resonant 40 

surfaces could strongly couple with each other. The nonlinear evolution of DTM can 41 

result in an off-axis sawtooth or a core-crash sawtooth, which can greatly degrade 42 

energy confinement in Tokamak.[3, 32, 33] During an off-axis sawtooth, the 43 

temperature crash only takes place in the annular region, while the temperature 44 

around the magnetic axis remains almost unchanged. However, during a core-crash 45 

sawtooth, the temperature becomes flattened in a broad region (including the 46 

magnetic axis).  47 

 It is widely accepted that core crash sawteeth observed in TFTR are closely 48 

related to the nonlinear evolution of the / 2 /1m n =  DTM, where m and n are the 49 

poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively. However, the physical mechanism 50 

for the fast pressure crash is still in debate. [27, 28, 34-43] The pressure crash time 51 

observed in TFTR is about 20~40 sµ , [32] but the crash time shown in Chang’s 52 

simulation corresponds to the Sweet-Parker[44] reconnection time 1/2 1/2
R Aτ τ  (where 53 

Rτ is the resistive diffusion time and Aτ is the Alfvén time), which is ~1 ms  for TFTR 54 

parameters.[32] Ishii et al. [35] and Janvier et al. [36] found that the explosive 55 

nonlinear growth of the DTM is triggered when the triangular deformation of 56 
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magnetic islands with a sharp current point at the X point exceeds a critical value. 57 

Therefore, they suggested it is a structure driven mode. Wang et al. [38] found that the 58 

growth rate in the crash phase is 1/5~η (where η  is the resistivity), which is the 59 

same with the flow driven reconnection[45].  60 

In the present paper, a series of numerical simulations are conducted using a 61 

three-dimensional toroidal MHD code CLT.[46] It is found that the pressure crash 62 

time is nearly independent of the resistivity. With TFTR parameters [2, 32], the crash 63 

time in our simulations is about 36 sµ , which is consistent with experimental 64 

observations (20~40 sµ ). It should be noted that, in previous studies,[34, 36, 38, 47] 65 

the fast pressure crash occurs together with the explosive growth of the modes. 66 

However, as shown in the present paper, the pressure crash occurs about one hundred 67 

of Alfvén times after the explosive growth of the modes. It also should be noted that 68 

the crash time is independent of the parallel thermal conductivity, which indicates that 69 

the fast pressure crash is not directly driven from the fast reconnection of the 70 

magnetic field.  71 

II. Model description 72 

The model used in CLT is the single-fluid MHD model (Eq. (1.1)~(1.6)).  73 
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where ρ , p, v, B, E, and J are the plasma density, the plasma pressure, the velocity, 80 

magnetic field, the electric field, and the current density, respectively. The subscript 81 

“0” denotes the initial quantities. ( 5 / 3)Γ =  is the ratio of specific heat of the plasma. 82 
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0B  and 00ρ  are the magnetic field and the plasma density at the magnetic axis, 83 

respectively. All variables in CLT are normalized as follows: / a →x x , 00/ρ ρ ρ→ , 84 

2
0 0/ ( / )p B pµ → , / At t t→ , / Av →v v , 0/ B →B B , 0/ ( )Av B →E E ,and 85 

0 0/ ( / )B aµ →J J  where a is the minor radius, 0 0 00/Av B µ ρ=  is the Alfvén speed, 86 

and /A At a v=  is the Alfvén time. The resistivity η  and the diffusion coefficient D, 87 

the perpendicular and parallel thermal conductivity κ⊥  and ||κ , the viscosity ν  are 88 

normalized as follows: 2
0/ ( / )Aa tη µ η→ ,   2/ ( / )AD a t D→ , 2/ ( / )Aa tκ κ⊥ ⊥→ , 89 

2
|| ||/ ( / )Aa tκ κ→ , and 2/ ( / )Aa tν ν→ , respectively.  90 

 91 

Figure 1 Initial pressure profile and q  profile. 92 

 93 

For TFTR [2, 32], the major and minor radiuses are 0 2.60R m=  and 0.94a m= , 94 

respectively. The toroidal field 0 ~ 4.2B T , the electron density 20 3~ 1.0 10en m× , 95 

and electron temperature ~ 5eT kev . The corresponding resistivity 9~ 1 10η −×  and 96 

the Alfvén time 71.08 10At s−= × . Due to the limit of computational capability, the 97 

resistivity used in the present paper is from 5~ 1 10η −× to 7~ 1 10η −× . We will show 98 

that the crash time is almost independent of the resistivity, then the value of the 99 
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resistivity will not be an issue.  100 

III. Simulation results 101 

The initial pressure profile and the q profile are shown in Figure 1. The plasma 102 

beta and the q-value at the magnetic axis are set to be 0 1.4%β = and 0 2.9q = , 103 

respectively. As there are two q=2 resonant surfaces, the m/n=2/1 DTM is the most 104 

unstable mode in this system. The equilibrium is obtained from the NOVA code.[48] 105 

The grids used in the simulations are 256 32 256× × ( , , )R Zϕ , and convergence 106 

studies have been ensured by verifying the time step and spatial resolution. The 107 

normalized parameters for the typical case are 41.0 10D −= × , 65.0 10κ −
⊥ = × , 108 

25.0 10κ −= ×


, 51.0 10υ −= × , and 71.0 10η −= × , respectively. 109 
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 110 
Figure 2  Poincare plots of magnetic field lines and pressure distributions at the 111 

precursor ( 18085 At t= ), at the pre-crash ( 21566 At t= ), and the post-crash 112 

( 21944 At t= ) of the core-crash sawtooth. 113 

 Poincare plots of magnetic field lines and pressure distributions at the precursor 114 

( 18085 At t= ), the pre-crash ( 21566 At t= ), and the post-crash ( 21944 At t= ) of the 115 

core crash sawtooth are shown in Figure 2. The pressure distribution in our simulation 116 

is almost the same as the experimental observations (e.g., Fig. 2(b) in Reference [32]). 117 

In the present paper, we mainly focus on the time scale of the pressure crash.  118 
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  119 

Figure 3 Evolution of the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis ( axisP ) with 120 

-5=1 10η × , -6=1 10η × , and -7=1 10η × . The plasma pressure at the magnetic axis 121 

experiences a long time of very slow decrease phase and then exhibits a sudden crash 122 
for all cases. 123 
 124 

 Evolutions of the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis with -5=1 10η × , 125 

-6=1 10η × , and -7=1 10η × are shown in Figure 3. As we can see, the behaviors of 126 

pressure evolution are qualitatively the same for different η . At first, the plasma 127 

pressure at the magnetic axis almost remains unchanged for a long time, then 128 

experiences a very slow decay phase, and subsequently exhibits a sudden crash for all 129 

cases. In order to examine the speed of the pressure crash, the crash time is defined as 130 

the duration in which the decreasing rate of the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis 131 

is higher than -61.0 10× , i.e., -6/ 1.0 10axisdp dt > ×  (as illustrated in Figure 8). The 132 

crash time is in good agreement with the crash time directly estimated from Figure 3. 133 

Figure 4 shows the crash times for different resistivities ( -5=3 10η × , -5=1 10η × , 134 
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-6=3 10η × , -6=1 10η × , -7=3 10η × , and -7=1 10η × ). It indicates that, although the 135 

pressure crashes associated with DTMs under different resistivities happen at different 136 

times, the crash time cτ  only slightly increases with decreasing η , i.e., 0.019
c ~τ η− . 137 

The dependence of the crash time on the resistivity is much weaker than both the 138 

Sweet-Parker reconnection 1/2
SP ~τ η−  [32] and the flow driven reconnection 139 

1/5
R ~τ η− [38]. According to the scaling law 0.019

c ~τ η− , for TFTR parameters 140 

( 9~1 10η −× ), the crash time c ~ 331 ~ 36A sτ τ µ , which is just in the range of TFTR 141 

observations (20~40 sµ ).[32]   142 

  143 

Figure 4 The crash time ( cτ ) for the resistivity -5=3 10η × , -5=1 10η × , -6=3 10η × , 144 

-6=1 10η × , -7=3 10η × , and -7=1 10η × . The dependence of cτ  on the resistivity is 145 

0.019
c ~τ η− , which is much weaker than that in previous studies. 146 
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 147 
Figure 5 Evolutions of the kinetic energy for different toroidal numbers and the 148 

growth rate of total kinetic energy. The linear growth rate is 0.00035Lγ =  and the 149 

maximum nonlinear growth rate max 0.012γ =  at 1 ~ 21590 At t (marked with a black 150 

‘× ’). The fastest pressure crash occurs at 2 ~ 21750 At t (marked with a red ‘× ’), which 151 

is about 160 At  after the modes reach their peak growth rates. 152 

 153 

 154 

Figure 6 Pressure evolutions with -6=1 10η ×  and different ||κ . 155 

 156 
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 The evolutions of the kinetic energy for different toroidal numbers and the growth 157 

rate of the total kinetic energy are shown in Figure 5. All mode amplitudes experience 158 

a long time of the slow linear growth phase, and then suddenly exhibits an explosive 159 

nonlinear growth before the fast pressure crash at ~ 21750 At t . The linear growth rate 160 

of total kinetic energy is 0.00035Lγ = , but the nonlinear growth rate quickly 161 

increases almost two orders of magnitude, max 0.012γ = . Such explosive growth of 162 

kinetic energy results from the nonlinear mode-mode coupling effect between the 163 

modes with different toroidal mode numbers.[47] However, it should be noted that the 164 

crash of the pressure does not happen in the explosive growth phase. As shown in 165 

Figure 5, the pressure crash begins at least ~ 70 At  and the fastest pressure crash takes 166 

place at about 160 At  after the modes reach the maximum growth rate. Since the 167 

pressure crash time only takes about 280 At , the time difference 160 At t∆ =  for the 168 

maximum growth rate and the fastest pressure crash is unneglectable. Since the 169 

explosive growth of the modes is the result of the fast magnetic reconnection, the time 170 

difference between the peak growth rate and the fast crash indicates that the fast 171 

pressure crash is not directly resulted from the pressure diffusion along reconnected 172 

field lines. If the fast pressure crash is associated with parallel pressure diffusion, the 173 

time scales of the pressure crash should strongly depend on the parallel thermal 174 

conductivity. However, as shown in Figure 6, the pressure crash times for ||κ  from 175 

31 10−× to 1 are almost the same (about 300 At ). 176 
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 177 

Figure 7 Snapshots of flow patterns (the arrows) and pressure distributions (the 178 

contour plots) (a) at the m/n=2/1 DTM precursor ( 21566 At t= ), (b) at the beginning 179 

of the pressure crash ( 21664 At t= ), (c) in the middle of the fastest crash 180 

( 21740 At t= ), (d) at the post-crash ( 21967 At t= ). (These stages are also labeled in 181 

Figure 8.) The arrows marked with pink are the flows around the magnetic axis, 182 

which is mainly responsible for pressure crash at the magnetic axis. The velocities in 183 

each figure are normalized with the maximum value of the velocity in Figure 7(c). 184 

 185 

In the previous studies, it is suggested that the fast pressure crash results from the 186 

explosive mode growth. But our results indicate that it is not the case because the 187 

crash of the core pressure takes place at about 160 At  after the modes reach their 188 
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maximum growth rates. To further investigate the mechanism of the fast pressure 189 

crash, we inspect the flow patterns (the arrows) and pressure distributions (the contour 190 

plots) (a) at the m/n=2/1 DTM precursor ( 21566 At t= ), (b) at the beginning of the 191 

pressure crash ( 21664 At t= ), (c) in the middle of the fastest crash ( 21740 At t= ), (d) 192 

at the post-crash ( 21967 At t= ) as shown in Figure 7. During the development of 193 

DTM, the outer cold islands continuously grow and expand inward while the inner hot 194 

islands keep shrinking and been squeezed outward, which can also be seen from the 195 

Poincare plots of the magnetic field (Figure 2(c) and (e)). Therefore, the hot plasma 196 

core naturally becomes narrow and elongated, and a large pressure gradient is built up, 197 

as shown in Figure 2(d) and 7(a). Consequently, a strong radial flow is generated in 198 

the narrow and elongated hot region (Figure 7b and c). The radial flow can effectively 199 

transfer the hot plasma around the magnetic axis to the cold outer region. Then the 200 

evolution of the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis can be estimated by  201 

d ( )axis out
axis cold

p up p
dt L

= − × ,                                          (7) 202 

where axisp  and coldp  are the plasma pressures at the magnetic axis and the outer 203 

region, respectively. outu  is the outward radial velocity of the magnetic axis and L is 204 

the spatial scale. Note that the pressure exchange occurs in the whole mixed region, 205 

then the spatial scale ~L a . The detailed pressure evolution during the pressure 206 

crash and the corresponding /axisdp dt  measured in the simulation and the 207 

/axisdp dt estimated by Eq. (7) are shown in Figure 8. During the DTM precursor, 208 

there is no radial flow near the magnetic axis. Therefore, axisP  remains almost 209 

unchanged. At the beginning of the nonlinear stage, the two outer islands begin to 210 

squeeze the inner core. As a result, axisP  slightly increases. As this effect could not be 211 

included in Eq. (7), the estimated /axisdp dt  differs from that of the simulation at this 212 

stage. However, after the fast crash begins, the two curves agree well with each other, 213 
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especially for the first stage of the pressure crash. It indicates that the pressure crash at 214 

the magnetic axis is mainly due to the outward radial flow, and the time scale can be 215 

estimated by the outward radial flow velocity ( i. e. ~ /c outa vτ ). To enssure this is 216 

validated, we have also carried out a series of simulations with different resistivities. 217 

It is found that the resistivity only affects when the narrow and elongated hot region 218 

forms, before the fast pressure crash starts. However, the influence of the resistivity 219 

on the crash time is feeble. 220 

 221 
Figure 8 The detailed pressure evolution during pressure crash and the corresponding 222 

/axisdp dt measured in simulation and the /axisdp dt  estimated by Eq. (7). 223 

 224 

 As discussed above, the generation of the radial flow is crucial for the fast 225 

pressure crash. However, it is still not clear how such a kind of radial flow could be 226 

generated. As we know, the plasma is usually frozen in the magnetic field, and it is 227 

impossible to generate a strong radial flow that moves across field lines. The possible 228 

reason is that flux surfaces in the core region are destroyed, and magnetic field lines 229 

become stochastic. 230 

The mode structures with 1,2,3n =  and 0 ~ 7m =  (a) before the pressure crash 231 

at 18085 At t=  and (b) during the pressure crash at 21694 At t=  are shown in 232 

Figure 9. It is different from the DTM precursor that (1) all modes are well expanded 233 
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in the whole core region during the pressure crash, which indicates the spatial 234 

broadening of the modes and (2) during plasma pressure crash the primary mode 235 

( / 2 /1m n = ) is not the dominant mode anymore, i.e., the maximum amplitudes of 236 

several higher m and n modes are comparable to the / 2 /1m n =  mode. The energy 237 

spectrum (a) before the pressure crash at 18085 At t=  and (b) during the pressure 238 

crash at 21694 At t=  are shown in Figure 10. As we can see, the higher n modes 239 

gain notable energy during the pressure crash. For the n=1 and 2 modes, the 240 

amplitudes of the higher m modes (m>3) slightly increase only, but the spatial 241 

structures are largely broadened; however, for the 3n ≥ modes, they are not only 242 

broadened in the spatial space but also in the Fourier space. Since the modes become 243 

flattenning both in the real space and in the Fourier space, magnetic flux surfaces are 244 

totally destroyed and magnetic field lines become stochastic (Figure 2.c). That is 245 

why a strong radial flow from the magnetic axis to the outer could be generated. 246 

  247 

 248 

 249 

Figure 9 Mode structures of the modes with 1,2,3n = and 0 ~ 7m =  (a) before the 250 

pressure crash at 18085 At t=  and (b) during the pressure crash at 21694 At t= . 251 
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 252 

 253 

Figure 10 Energy spectrum (a) before the pressure crash at 18085 At t=  and (b) 254 

during the pressure crash at 21694 At t= . 255 

  256 

 As discussed above, these numerical simulations can explain the fast pressure 257 

crashes observed in TFTR.[32] However, could such a kind of MHD activity occur in 258 

other Tokamaks? Is it related to the geometry of Tokamak? To address this issue, we 259 

have also carried out numerical simulations with the geometry of EAST [49, 50] that 260 

is largely different from TFTR. The geometry of EAST is given as follows: the major 261 

radius 0 1.85R m= , the minor radius 0.45a m= , the elongation E=1.9, and the 262 

triangularity 0.5σ = . All other parameters are the same as Section III.A. The 263 

pressure evolutions with -5=3 10η × , -6=3 10η × and -7=3 10η × are shown in Figure 11. 264 

The crashes times are 430c Atτ = , 457c Atτ = , and 483c Atτ = , respectively. The 265 

dependence of the pressure crash time on resistivity is 0.025
c ~τ η−  (Figure 12), which 266 

is qualitatively the same with Figure 4. It should be noted that the normalized Alfvén 267 

time in these cases is 85.3 10At s−= ×  and the real crash time for -7=3 10η ×  is 268 
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483 ~ 26c At sτ µ= . The flow patterns and contour plots of the pressure are shown in 269 

Figure 13. It is clear that, during the pressure crash, a strong radial flow is generated, 270 

and it can quickly transfer the hot plasma around the magnetic axis to the cold outer 271 

region. Although the EAST has the elongation E=1.9 and the triangularity 272 

0.5σ = ,which is largely different from TFTR[2], the results are qualitatively the 273 

same. It is indicated that such a kind of fast pressure crash could occur in different 274 

Tokamaks.  275 
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 276 

Figure 11 Pressure evolutions with -5=3 10η × , -6=3 10η × and -7=3 10η ×  277 
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 278 

Figure 12 The crash time ( cτ ) for the resistivity -5=3 10η × , -5=1 10η × , -6=3 10η × , 279 

-6=1 10η × , and -7=3 10η × . The dependence of cτ  on the resistivity is 0.025
c ~τ η− , 280 

which is qualitatively the same with Figure 4. 281 
 282 

 283 
Figure 13 Snapshots of flow patterns (the arrows) and pressure distributions (the 284 

contour plots) (a) at the m/n=2/1 DTM precursor ( 34002 At t= ), (b) in the middle of 285 

the fast crash ( 34986 At t= ), (d) at the post-crash ( 35344 At t= ).The velocities in each 286 

figure are normalized with the maximum value of the velocity in Figure 13(b). 287 

 288 
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IV. Summary  289 

A series of simulation studies of the fast pressure crash associated with the 290 

nonlinear evolution of the / 2 /1m n =  DTM is carried out by using a 291 

three-dimensional toroidal and nonlinear MHD code CLT. It is found that the crash 292 

time of the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis is nearly independent of the 293 

resistivity. The crash time for typical TFTR parameters is about 36 sµ , which is 294 

consistent with experimental observations (20~40 sµ ). [32]  295 

In previous studies[34, 36, 38, 47], the fast pressure crash is supposed to result 296 

from the explosive growth of DTM. However, in the present paper, we find that the 297 

fast pressure crash at the magnetic axis does not happen in the explosive growth phase. 298 

Instead, it takes place at about 160 At  after the mode reaches the maximum growth 299 

rate. At this moment, the explosive growth almost finishes. It is also found that the 300 

crash time is independent of the parallel thermal conductivity, which also indicates 301 

that the pressure crash is not directly resulted from the fast reconnection. During the 302 

explosive growth, all modes with different m and n grow up, and the mode structures 303 

exhibit largely radial expansion. With many modes with different helicities well 304 

developed in the core region, flux surfaces are destroyed, and magnetic field lines 305 

become stochastic. Consequently, a strong radial flow from the hot magnetic core to 306 

cold plasma is generated and then quickly transfers the hot plasma around the 307 

magnetic axis to the outer region, resulting in the fast pressure crash.  308 

The possible influence of the geometry of Tokamaks is also studied. It is found 309 

that such a kind of fast pressure crash is independent of a Tokamak geometry. The fast 310 

crash could happen in different Tokamaks and may also be related to the MHD 311 

activities observed in other Tokamaks (e. g. ASDEX-U[33] and Rijnhuizen Tokamak 312 

[51]) 313 
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